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Disclosures!

ALPS%Distributors,%Inc.%is%the%distributor%for%the%Seafarer%Overseas%Growth%and%Income%Fund.%%%

This%material%must%be%accompanied%or%preceded%by%a%prospectus.%%View%the%Fund’s%prospectus%at%www.seafarerfunds.com/prospectus.%

Important%Risks:%%An%investment%in%the%Fund%involves%risk,%including%possible%loss%of%principal.%%InternaBonal%invesBng%involves%addiBonal%risk.%%
These%include%risks%related%to%social%and%poliBcal%instability,%market%illiquidity,%and%currency%volaBlity.%%InvesBng%in%foreign%securiBes%may%involve%
certain%addiBonal%risks,%exchangeGrate%fluctuaBons,%limited%liquidity,%high%levels%of%volaBlity,%and%reduced%regulaBon.%%Emerging%markets%are%oJen%
more%volaBle%than%developed%markets,%and%invesBng%in%emerging%markets%involves%greater%risks.%%FixedGincome%investments%are%subject%to%
addiBonal%risks,%including%but%not%limited%to%interestGrate,%credit,%and%inflaBon%risks.%%DiversificaBon%does%not%eliminate%the%risk%of%losses.%%Given%the%
potenBal%increased%volaBlity%of%the%Fund,%an%investment%in%the%Fund%should%be%considered%a%longGterm%investment.%

The%views%and%informaBon%discussed%in%this%presentaBon%are%as%of%the%date%of%publicaBon,%are%subject%to%change,%and%may%not%reflect%the%writer’s%
current%views.%%The%views%expressed%represent%an%assessment%of%market%condiBons%at%a%specific%point%in%Bme,%are%opinions%only%and%should%not%be%
relied%upon%as%investment%advice%regarding%a%parBcular%investment%or%markets%in%general.%%Such%informaBon%does%not%consBtute%a%
recommendaBon%to%buy%or%sell%specific%securiBes%or%investment%vehicles.%%It%should%not%be%assumed%that%any%investment%will%be%profitable%or%will%
equal%the%performance%of%the%porNolios%or%any%securiBes%or%any%sectors%menBoned%herein.%%The%subject%maOer%contained%herein%has%been%derived%
from%several%sources%believed%to%be%reliable%and%accurate%at%the%Bme%of%compilaBon.%%Seafarer%does%not%accept%any%liability%for%losses%either%direct%
or%consequenBal%caused%by%the%use%of%this%informaBon.%

Foreign%Exchange%(FX):%the%exchange%of%one%currency%for%another,%or%the%conversion%of%one%currency%into%another%currency.%%In%the%context%of%the%
video%accompanying%this%presentaBon,%the%term%“FX”%is%used%as%though%it%were%synonymous%with%the%word%“currency.”%
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Risk Management for the Fund!
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Issuer Risk!

Goal!

• Use “bottom-up” analysis to 
identify material risks and 
other issues that might beget 
excessive volatility or 
downside in the security!

Risk Assessment!

•  Identify risks or events that 
might interrupt the company’s 
ability to produce operating 
cash flow!

• Assess whether the security’s 
valuation presents any material 
downside risk!

• Determine whether a security 
can play a long-term role in an 
“all weather” portfolio!

Risk Management!

• Control individual risks via 
position size!

• Mitigate broader portfolio 
risks via diversification!

•  Steer clear of excessive risks 
that might not weather all 
conditions!

• Aim to produce a portfolio 
that has a reasonable chance 
of exhibiting lower volatility 
than the benchmark index!
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“Micro” Currency Risk!

Goal!

•  Identify individual companies 
susceptible to currency risks, 
and measure the aggregate 
impact of such risks on the 
portfolio!

Risk Assessment!

• Measure the currency 
composition of the company’s 
revenues, costs and debt!

•  Identify any major mismatches!

•  Score each company according 
to whether the income 
statement or balance sheet 
would be disrupted if the local 
operating currency 
depreciated suddenly and 
sharply versus the dollar!

Risk Management!

• Use “micro” scores as one 
factor in position weighting!

• Use understanding of 
aggregate “micro” currency 
risks as input to portfolio 
construction!

• Attempt to mitigate such risks 
via diversification!
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“Macro” Currency Risk!

Goal!

•  Identify emerging market 
currencies that might be 
prone to excessive volatility, 
depreciation or constrained 
liquidity over the next 3 to 5 
years!

Risk Assessment!

• Measure a country’s overall 
economic health and 
indebtedness!

• Weigh the valuation of a 
currency versus the dollar!

• Assess the fragility of a 
currency and its exchange rate 
mechanism!

Risk Management!

• Determine a macro “score” 
for each currency, and grade 
each on a relative risk scale!

• Use the grades to determine 
maximum portfolio exposures 
to particular currencies (i.e., 
impose hard constraint on 
bottom-up security selection)!
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